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There was a time when Christianity changed the world. This is a book about how the world has
changed and continues to remake Christianity into its image. Some see this as exactly as it
should be: religion should adapt and evolve to remain relevant in the present world. Others,
however, are frustrated and struggle with how this could have happened. They wonder if there is
any way of undoing what they see as the damage done to Christ's church.This is a book that
questions some of the established assumptions of current Christian thought. It explores the
unique way God teaches throughout the Bible. It views the very demanding commitment taught
by Jesus and his disciples in the first century A.D. and assumes that is applicable today. Using a
psychological approach, it demonstrates how generations of Christians have been wounded by
their religious up-bringing and culture, causing them to move further away from God's vision of
goodness.



The Psychology of Apostasy,Part One:How Christians wandered from simple truth Stephen
WillisCopyright © 2016 Stephen WillisAll rights reserved.DEDICATION To the memory of Jim
Belcher and the precious family he left behind in his passing. For twelve years on most every
Thursday afternoon, I was blessed – learning so much from him. He was my mentor, friend, and
the wisest person I have ever known. This book would have been so much less without him.For
we are God’s handiwork, created in Christ Jesus to do good works, which God prepared in
advance for us to do.Ephesians 2:10 CONTENTS Introductioni1Questioning12Beginning-part
one163Beginning-part two294How does God teach?465Beginning again686The rabbi king and
his apprentices877The secret of life108 Introduction to chapters
8-101218Kindness1239Justice13310Righteousness146 Introduction to chapters
11-1416211The strugglers – justice/righteousness16812Anxious seekers of peace –
righteousness/kindness18013The acceptors – kindness/justice19214The
millennials20515Amorality and morality22216What does God want?24817The oftentimes
meandering path to God271 Appendix i298 Appendix ii303 Bible quotations are from the
New International Version (NIV) unless otherwise noted. IntroductionI’m a walker. I love a nice
day and being outside, feeling the breeze in my face, stopping and visiting with people I know, or
saying "hi" to people, in passing, that I’ve never met. There is one problem: dogs. The dogs I’m
referring to are those super-friendly dogs that want to follow you wherever you go. They typically
have escaped their backyards, searching for adventure, but uncertain as to which way to go.
They need a guide and latch onto the first friendly voice to say, “Hi puppy.” They trot alongside
you with a new confidence, as if thinking: Now I know where I’m going – I’m with him/her! They
may take side trips every so often, wandering off to check something out, but they always keep
you in sight. I tell people that I have a walking rule: “Never make eye contact with a dog, Mormon
elders or a Schwann’s delivery driver – they will follow you home.” It’s only true about the dog, but
people laugh.We humans are a bit more complicated than dogs. We, too, have an instinctual
part of our brains, but it is fairly small in size compared to the more advanced thinking part of us
– and yet, much more often than not, we follow our instincts and use the reasoning part of our
brains to explain why it was logical that we chose to be led to where we are by that one particular
“nice” person who just happened to be passing by at the precise moment we were deciding to
go someplace new.We have an intricate psychology – mental processes and mental states that
include reactions, reasoning, and rationalizations. We use this complex mind, not as much for
decision making as for decision explaining. The psychology of apostasy is a matter of
understanding how our minds play a part in moving us away from what God has revealed himself
to be. Certainly, we don't intend to purposely distance ourselves from him, but, nonetheless, we
latch onto a religious person/movement or we start believing what some spiritually oriented self-
help book tells us because it was recommended to us, seemed to offer plausible answers to life,
or its clever title and interesting cover artwork happened to catch our eye at the bookstore or on
Ebook Tops.Before I get too far into this, let me introduce myself. I am a counselor: a marriage
and family therapist, and hypnotherapist, specializing in stress and anxiety disorders[i]. Of the



three aspects of my present work, I enjoy hypnotherapy the most. To deal with the unconscious,
intuitive part of a person is to deal with a very deep part of a human. So, what is intuition? People
sometimes use it as a synonym for being “psychic”: saying something is going to happen before
it does. Intuition does have a variety of meanings. How I am using it is to mean a direct
recognition of something as a fact or truth, without any conscious reasoning taking place. A
more dynamic way of looking at it is, “acting on what one feels to be true without consciously
analyzing it. It involves the mind, just not the deliberating part of it.The majority of what we do is
intuitive: walking, writing, driving to work or home. Life, for the most part, is intuitive. It comes
from the part of the brain that has been trained by what we have experienced, learned, practiced
over and over until it is pretty much automatic. That is good, because if we had to think about
everything we have to do from getting up from bed in the morning to balancing ourselves when
we stand, we would get hardly anything done. We can literally sleepwalk our way through these
things, and because we are made that way, we can go out for a walk and come up with all kinds
of ideas while we are doing it. Research has shown that people cannot do two conscious things
simultaneously (some may have the ability to switch more quickly between or among several
things, but there really isn’t any such thing as multitasking), but we can perform numerous
unconscious actions while doing one conscious thing. We can make unconscious decisions.
The intuitive decision is very powerful and is just as likely to be wrong as it is right. Because it is
a choice made so deeply within us, we tend to hold onto it, even when new facts and reasonings
come to light. The power of intuition is shown in the way that people will argue so strongly on the
subjects of religion and politics. Rarely do people reason themselves into a certain political or
religious view. Instead they “intuit” themselves into a specific perspective and then take a stand
on it.But why is it that we come to the conclusions we do? Why are we Republicans, Democrats,
Independents or Libertarians? Why do we cling so stubbornly to our religious or spiritual
convictions? For the most part, it is not logic or conscious decision-making, but a combination of
upbringing, influences, indoctrination, experiences, reactions, and temperament influenced by
genetics. The political beliefs are not so crucial, but the spiritual ones are quite another matter. If
it is true there is a supreme spiritual source of all that exists and that powerful being has made
his (or her) will known to some people, then the likelihood that I (or you) just happened to land in
the right place with the right views or that I have been raised or happened to have picked the
right friendly person to follow is pretty slim. There are a lot of religions, teaching a lot of
contradictory things. Each of them is giving pretty detailed instructions as to how someone ought
to live. Since that is the case, it would seem that finding the right direction to go amid all the
religious signposts out in the world might have a great deal of importance and should not be left
to chance.Paul told Christians in Macedonia in Philippians 2:12-13:Therefore, my dear friends,
as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence but now much more in my absence—
continue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who works in you to will
and to act in order to fulfill his good purpose.Each of us is responsible for our own life. It is a
personal salvation with a personal relationship with the Creator and it is to be taken most



seriously.So, I guess I should have a little more patience with that dog, because, I’m not very
different from it. I’m not sure which way to go – so many options – so much danger and such a
really good chance that I’m headed the wrong way or that I followed the wrong friendly
person.This bookYou might be wondering about the title of the book. Throw the word psychology
into a title and people think of the mind and the science that studies how we think and why we
do what we do. Apostasy is a pretty extreme word, giving the idea of rebellion or defection from
God or church dogma.Did I choose the name, The Psychology of Apostasy, just to be
provocative? No – it fairly well describes the scope of this book. The premise is that we have
changed what was originally given to us by God. That is not a judgment or fringe opinion – it is
freely admitted by just about any Church historian you ask. Most of them would probably tell you
that it was inevitable, necessary, and beneficial.What we have is not what the early Christians
practiced and perhaps that is okay. Certainly, we realize that God can do things any way he
wants to do them. Still, there is a reason to question the idea that God doesn’t mind all of our
changes because the outcome of the lives lived by Christians is not even similar to what it was
when Christianity first began. That would seem to indicate that somewhere along the way we
changed something or somethings essential to the essence of Christianity.From the first
apostasy described in the Bible, we can see that defection or falling away from God isn’t always
or even usually something done only by mean people. It can be an innocent wandering away,
sincere decisions that we are doing what is right (like Saul when he was persecuting the church)
or just a matter of following someone who seems to be nice or looks as though they really know
where they are going. Whatever the reason we wander, we are lost away from home and the one
who loves and deeply cares for us.This book is not about how others who aren’t Christians have
fallen away, deserted, wandered off, or abandoned God and his ways. It is how we, as
Christians, have done so. I’m not speaking of a specific denomination or fringe community within
Christianity, but Christianity in general with few exceptions. We have followed people and their
opinions instead of the real truth that Jesus communicated to people. Blatant apostasy isn’t that
difficult to spot. The subtle, plodding type is much trickier, and the apostasy in which I am
personally involved is the hardest of all – for it is a frog-dying-a-slow-and-comfortable-death-in
the-gradually-warming-water sort of apostasy. Even if involvement in this wandering away from
what was originally taught does not affect our personal futures with God, it may be a good part of
the reason that some have rejected God and why there are people who have never and most
likely never will consider coming to Christ. That is a tragedy that needs to be remedied.A
question I have struggled with is “How much do we have to change about Christianity before it
ceases to be Christianity?” In the early church, Paul told the Galatians that adding the law of
Moses into the good news meant that it was no longer the gospel and that anyone who taught
such a thing should be eternally condemned (Galatians 1:7-9). Later on, in his letter, he said that
those “…who are trying to be justified by the law have been alienated from Christ” and “…have
fallen from grace” (Galatians 5:4). Paul and John were very concerned about those teachers
who were blending Greek teachings with Christianity and denying that the son of God had a



body and that he was bodily resurrected (1 Corinthians 15; 2 John: 7-11). Paul later warned
leaders that “…after I leave, savage wolves will come in among you and will not spare the flock.
Even from your own number men will arise and distort the truth in order to draw away disciples
after them” (Acts 20:29-30). Peter dealt with false teachers in the Church who were promoting
immorality and decadence (2 Peter 2:10-22). These false ways had developed quite rapidly and
seem to indicate that there is a continuing danger that apostasies can occur – so shouldn’t we,
at least, consider the possibility that that could happen or perhaps has already occurred?
Originally, I was going to title this book The Unexamined Faith. Plato quoted his teacher,
Socrates, as saying, “The unexamined life is not worth living.” If that is true, then the unexamined
faith is a much more serious oversight. We assume that everything is okay and that we are
following the right people and principles, so we don’t question; we don’t examine. We must be
under God’s grace – we are entitled to it because we are good and sincere people. We are
entitled to it because Jesus died for our sins and we were told by a nice person who stands
behind a pulpit on a stage every Sunday morning that we have gained access to the power of
that sacrifice by some words we spoke or the ritual in which we participated. A sense of
entitlement points to narcissism. Try to involve God and eternity in it and what you have is a
spiritual narcissism. Narcissists don’t get better – they see no need.

IntroductionI’m a walker. I love a nice day and being outside, feeling the breeze in my face,
stopping and visiting with people I know, or saying "hi" to people, in passing, that I’ve never met.
There is one problem: dogs. The dogs I’m referring to are those super-friendly dogs that want to
follow you wherever you go. They typically have escaped their backyards, searching for
adventure, but uncertain as to which way to go. They need a guide and latch onto the first
friendly voice to say, “Hi puppy.” They trot alongside you with a new confidence, as if thinking:
Now I know where I’m going – I’m with him/her! They may take side trips every so often,
wandering off to check something out, but they always keep you in sight. I tell people that I have
a walking rule: “Never make eye contact with a dog, Mormon elders or a Schwann’s delivery
driver – they will follow you home.” It’s only true about the dog, but people laugh.We humans are
a bit more complicated than dogs. We, too, have an instinctual part of our brains, but it is fairly
small in size compared to the more advanced thinking part of us – and yet, much more often
than not, we follow our instincts and use the reasoning part of our brains to explain why it was
logical that we chose to be led to where we are by that one particular “nice” person who just
happened to be passing by at the precise moment we were deciding to go someplace new.We
have an intricate psychology – mental processes and mental states that include reactions,
reasoning, and rationalizations. We use this complex mind, not as much for decision making as
for decision explaining. The psychology of apostasy is a matter of understanding how our minds
play a part in moving us away from what God has revealed himself to be. Certainly, we don't
intend to purposely distance ourselves from him, but, nonetheless, we latch onto a religious
person/movement or we start believing what some spiritually oriented self-help book tells us



because it was recommended to us, seemed to offer plausible answers to life, or its clever title
and interesting cover artwork happened to catch our eye at the bookstore or on Ebook
Tops.Before I get too far into this, let me introduce myself. I am a counselor: a marriage and
family therapist, and hypnotherapist, specializing in stress and anxiety disorders[i]. Of the three
aspects of my present work, I enjoy hypnotherapy the most. To deal with the unconscious,
intuitive part of a person is to deal with a very deep part of a human. So, what is intuition? People
sometimes use it as a synonym for being “psychic”: saying something is going to happen before
it does. Intuition does have a variety of meanings. How I am using it is to mean a direct
recognition of something as a fact or truth, without any conscious reasoning taking place. A
more dynamic way of looking at it is, “acting on what one feels to be true without consciously
analyzing it. It involves the mind, just not the deliberating part of it.The majority of what we do is
intuitive: walking, writing, driving to work or home. Life, for the most part, is intuitive. It comes
from the part of the brain that has been trained by what we have experienced, learned, practiced
over and over until it is pretty much automatic. That is good, because if we had to think about
everything we have to do from getting up from bed in the morning to balancing ourselves when
we stand, we would get hardly anything done. We can literally sleepwalk our way through these
things, and because we are made that way, we can go out for a walk and come up with all kinds
of ideas while we are doing it. Research has shown that people cannot do two conscious things
simultaneously (some may have the ability to switch more quickly between or among several
things, but there really isn’t any such thing as multitasking), but we can perform numerous
unconscious actions while doing one conscious thing. We can make unconscious decisions.
The intuitive decision is very powerful and is just as likely to be wrong as it is right. Because it is
a choice made so deeply within us, we tend to hold onto it, even when new facts and reasonings
come to light. The power of intuition is shown in the way that people will argue so strongly on the
subjects of religion and politics. Rarely do people reason themselves into a certain political or
religious view. Instead they “intuit” themselves into a specific perspective and then take a stand
on it.But why is it that we come to the conclusions we do? Why are we Republicans, Democrats,
Independents or Libertarians? Why do we cling so stubbornly to our religious or spiritual
convictions? For the most part, it is not logic or conscious decision-making, but a combination of
upbringing, influences, indoctrination, experiences, reactions, and temperament influenced by
genetics. The political beliefs are not so crucial, but the spiritual ones are quite another matter. If
it is true there is a supreme spiritual source of all that exists and that powerful being has made
his (or her) will known to some people, then the likelihood that I (or you) just happened to land in
the right place with the right views or that I have been raised or happened to have picked the
right friendly person to follow is pretty slim. There are a lot of religions, teaching a lot of
contradictory things. Each of them is giving pretty detailed instructions as to how someone ought
to live. Since that is the case, it would seem that finding the right direction to go amid all the
religious signposts out in the world might have a great deal of importance and should not be left
to chance.Paul told Christians in Macedonia in Philippians 2:12-13:Therefore, my dear friends,



as you have always obeyed—not only in my presence but now much more in my absence—
continue to work out your salvation with fear and trembling, for it is God who works in you to will
and to act in order to fulfill his good purpose.Each of us is responsible for our own life. It is a
personal salvation with a personal relationship with the Creator and it is to be taken most
seriously.So, I guess I should have a little more patience with that dog, because, I’m not very
different from it. I’m not sure which way to go – so many options – so much danger and such a
really good chance that I’m headed the wrong way or that I followed the wrong friendly
person.This bookYou might be wondering about the title of the book. Throw the word psychology
into a title and people think of the mind and the science that studies how we think and why we
do what we do. Apostasy is a pretty extreme word, giving the idea of rebellion or defection from
God or church dogma.Did I choose the name, The Psychology of Apostasy, just to be
provocative? No – it fairly well describes the scope of this book. The premise is that we have
changed what was originally given to us by God. That is not a judgment or fringe opinion – it is
freely admitted by just about any Church historian you ask. Most of them would probably tell you
that it was inevitable, necessary, and beneficial.What we have is not what the early Christians
practiced and perhaps that is okay. Certainly, we realize that God can do things any way he
wants to do them. Still, there is a reason to question the idea that God doesn’t mind all of our
changes because the outcome of the lives lived by Christians is not even similar to what it was
when Christianity first began. That would seem to indicate that somewhere along the way we
changed something or somethings essential to the essence of Christianity.From the first
apostasy described in the Bible, we can see that defection or falling away from God isn’t always
or even usually something done only by mean people. It can be an innocent wandering away,
sincere decisions that we are doing what is right (like Saul when he was persecuting the church)
or just a matter of following someone who seems to be nice or looks as though they really know
where they are going. Whatever the reason we wander, we are lost away from home and the one
who loves and deeply cares for us.This book is not about how others who aren’t Christians have
fallen away, deserted, wandered off, or abandoned God and his ways. It is how we, as
Christians, have done so. I’m not speaking of a specific denomination or fringe community within
Christianity, but Christianity in general with few exceptions. We have followed people and their
opinions instead of the real truth that Jesus communicated to people. Blatant apostasy isn’t that
difficult to spot. The subtle, plodding type is much trickier, and the apostasy in which I am
personally involved is the hardest of all – for it is a frog-dying-a-slow-and-comfortable-death-in
the-gradually-warming-water sort of apostasy. Even if involvement in this wandering away from
what was originally taught does not affect our personal futures with God, it may be a good part of
the reason that some have rejected God and why there are people who have never and most
likely never will consider coming to Christ. That is a tragedy that needs to be remedied.A
question I have struggled with is “How much do we have to change about Christianity before it
ceases to be Christianity?” In the early church, Paul told the Galatians that adding the law of
Moses into the good news meant that it was no longer the gospel and that anyone who taught



such a thing should be eternally condemned (Galatians 1:7-9). Later on, in his letter, he said that
those “…who are trying to be justified by the law have been alienated from Christ” and “…have
fallen from grace” (Galatians 5:4). Paul and John were very concerned about those teachers
who were blending Greek teachings with Christianity and denying that the son of God had a
body and that he was bodily resurrected (1 Corinthians 15; 2 John: 7-11). Paul later warned
leaders that “…after I leave, savage wolves will come in among you and will not spare the flock.
Even from your own number men will arise and distort the truth in order to draw away disciples
after them” (Acts 20:29-30). Peter dealt with false teachers in the Church who were promoting
immorality and decadence (2 Peter 2:10-22). These false ways had developed quite rapidly and
seem to indicate that there is a continuing danger that apostasies can occur – so shouldn’t we,
at least, consider the possibility that that could happen or perhaps has already occurred?
Originally, I was going to title this book The Unexamined Faith. Plato quoted his teacher,
Socrates, as saying, “The unexamined life is not worth living.” If that is true, then the unexamined
faith is a much more serious oversight. We assume that everything is okay and that we are
following the right people and principles, so we don’t question; we don’t examine. We must be
under God’s grace – we are entitled to it because we are good and sincere people. We are
entitled to it because Jesus died for our sins and we were told by a nice person who stands
behind a pulpit on a stage every Sunday morning that we have gained access to the power of
that sacrifice by some words we spoke or the ritual in which we participated. A sense of
entitlement points to narcissism. Try to involve God and eternity in it and what you have is a
spiritual narcissism. Narcissists don’t get better – they see no need.Obviously, this is not a book
for young Christians. I have no intention of damaging or destroying anyone’s faith, and it is
certainly not my place to be telling someone or implying that he or she is lost. But it always
comes back to this question: Why is Christianity not accomplishing what it once did? This does
not mean it isn’t producing what it did back in the 1950’s or 1930’s or even the 16th century, but
that it is not and has not been accomplishing what it did in the first three centuries after Christ.
There are reasons for that and some simple ways to get back to what Jesus originally
established. “Simple” in no way means easy. A good deal of the “not easy” part has to do with
extricating ourselves from all the unnecessary things we’ve added or replaced so we can get
back to the simple. We have been on a wrong road for quite some time.Two dreamsOne night I
was dreaming of walking in the woods. It was beautiful and quiet and a fairly easy trail. I didn’t
see anyone else around. As I walked, there was a row of bushes to my left, but it was more open
off to my right. It was a satisfying and peaceful walk, and I felt content and confident that I was
going the right way.I noticed a glint of something to the left and looked through the bushes and
saw occasional flashes of sunlight off of moving cars. I was next to a parkway. I had thought I
was deep in the woods, but I was mere feet away from bustling civilization. I thought I was on a
narrow road, but I was headed the same direction as the broader way. When I realized this, I
chose a trail that veered off to my right and went into the deep woods away from the road. Then I
woke up.Another night I had a dream that began shortly after I went to sleep. This was a different



kind of dream for me in that I could restart it and try out different options. I was at the top of a hill,
and the hills around me were green. I was on a little sled-like device that seemed to smoothly roll
over the grass. It was really very fun. I went down the first hill and up and over many other hills.
There were no obstacles, just a great fast ride. I finally came to an interstate highway, choked
with traffic. I remember saying to myself, “This isn’t the right way.”I found myself at the beginning
again, sitting on my sled. I started down the hill and saw some mountains in the distance off to
my right. I decided that was where I needed to go, so at the bottom of the first hill I leaned to the
right, heading toward those mountains. Again, it was really fun and effortless. The green grass
sped smoothly by and soon I was approaching the mountains. I came to a smallish town that
reminded me of an old coal mining town you might find in Ohio or West Virginia. It was built on
the side of a mountain and a two-lane state highway went through it. I remember thinking to
myself: This isn’t it, either.I was back to the grassy slope and sat there for a while wondering
what other options there were. I looked around and, off to the right, I saw rocks that apparently
led up to the top of a mountain. I got off the sled and started up the rocky trail and then woke
up.Both of these dreams brought to mind a passage:Enter through the narrow gate. For wide is
the gate and broad is the road that leads to destruction, and many enter through it. But small is
the gate and narrow the road that leads to life, and only a few find it.Matthew 7:13-14There are
dreams that seem to be no more than taking out the previous day’s mental garbage – the mind’s
way of ridding the brain of some of the more obvious trivia. But then there are dreams that are
stories that our unconscious selves tell to make a point to our conscious selves. I took these two
dreams to be just that. In the first, I was content and at peace with myself, but I found that I was
self-deceived. I was on a path that paralleled a wide road. I was on a quiet “road less traveled”
but I was headed to the same place. I remember thinking that this was what church was or has
become – a place that seems to be separate, but only by a degree, shielded by a hedge. The
taking of the path to the right was to get as far away from the madding crowd as possible. I did
not want to keep heading the way I had been going.The second dream was very similar. Again
there were alternatives, but it seemed to have a different emphasis. At first, I was coasting and it
was exhilarating. The first destination was the world and there was no question that I didn’t want
that. The second destination seemed to represent church – older and established but still near a
road that led to the big road (though it got there a little less quickly – we Christians lag behind the
world, but not very far behind). The path I needed was right there next to me. It had been there
all along and I hadn’t noticed it. There was no coasting to this life; it looked like a lot of climbing
lay ahead. Paul’s words came to mind:Not that I have already obtained all this, or have already
been made perfect, but I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me.
Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it. But one thing I do: Forgetting what
is behind and straining toward what is ahead, I press on toward the goal to win the prize for
which God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus.Philippians 3:12-14“Press on,” “take hold,”
“strain toward” – all these phrases point to personal involvement, commitment, and exertion.The
Christian lifeLife requires energy: heart beating, brain thinking, muscles working, and other cells



doing the various things that cells do. The Christian life involves effort. “Effort?!?!” That sounds
suspiciously like ‘works salvation’.” I think it’s about time we got over that. I have rarely (and I
mean very rarely) run across any Christian who believes people are saved by their own
righteous works. This is the straw man to beat all straw men. We walk through life. That takes
effort. We follow Christ. That takes effort. The false belief I have heard taught and seen practiced
much more often than “works salvation” is that we are saved by grace and we don’t have to put
any effort into following Christ; we can just keep on using all that energy for ourselves. That is not
by any stretch of the imagination a “Christian life.”Paul, the former fanatical persecutor of
Christians, was headed for Syria to arrest more Jewish “heretics.” But after his encounter with
Jesus, he changed the direction of his life. About 30 years after his conversion from one life to
another, he wrote this to some Asian Christians: “We proclaim him (Jesus), admonishing and
teaching everyone with all wisdom so that we may present everyone perfect in Christ. To this end
I labor, struggling with all his energy, which so powerfully works in me” (Colossians 1:28-29). The
Christian life is partnering with the Godhead – choosing to get on the same page as the Creator
and sustainer of everything: physical and metaphysical. It is connecting to a person who is the
solitary source of real truth and unlimited spiritual power and the only one who can and is willing
to enable us to do that which is impossible for us to do by ourselves – to b;e good.Why is a
marriage and family therapist writing a book on the Christian life?When I was in my last year of
graduate school I attended lectures taught by one of the founders of marriage and family
therapy, Lynn Hoffman, one of the very few women who had been involved in the development
of that area of psychology. The most important thing I took away from the seminar was: it is not
the techniques or philosophy or theories that bring about change in therapy – it is the
relationship between the client and therapist. Certainly, she didn’t mean that a counselor doesn’t
have a theory or use therapeutic techniques and approaches. What she emphasized was that,
without relationship, the mental health professional will be ineffective no matter what approach
he or she takes. From that day to today, I have seen that truth proven over and over in the
therapy room.Change and transformation in both physical and spiritual life, both positive and
negative, occurs in the context of a relationship. We see it in peer pressure; it is exhibited in
mentoring; and I’ve seen it as true in working with individuals, couples, and families in therapy.
When we come to the Bible and the kingdom of God, it is clear that relationship with the Father,
Son, and Holy Spirit is the only way that we can become different people in this world. As a
marriage and family therapist, Christian, and believer in the inspiration of the Bible, I hope to
bring a different perspective to the relational teachings within the scriptures, as well as look at
ways that religious leaders over the centuries have altered the original inspired plans given to
us.These changes, which will be discussed in the following pages, may seem trivial at times, but
I hope to show that the kinds of alterations which well-intentioned religious people have made in
the past were so basic and key that they have brought about serious, negative and significant
consequences – in other words, “apostasy.”Is God a person, a Rorschach, or a story?There are
some helpful things I’ve learned from the field of psychology and marriage and family therapy. In



Rorschach tests, a series of inkblots are shown to a patient, and his or her perceptions are
written down and then analyzed by the therapist or clinician. Some patients take in the whole
image and give their perception of the overall, while others tend to focus on only isolated details
of the whole. It is called a “projective technique,” because the card is nothing but an image of an
inkblot, but what the patient sees and describes speaks of the inner workings of his or her
mind.When I was in graduate school, I heard the psychotherapist, Bradford Keeney, the author
of one of our assigned books, Aesthetics of Change. He used the term “Rorschach” to refer to
how a person views the content of communication. The listener’s perception of what was said
wasn’t necessarily what had been said. Keeney said that what we “hear” is more likely than not
to be our biases influencing what we expect or want to hear. Jesus seemed to struggle with this
obvious characteristic of human beings, for more than once he said, “Whoever has an ear, let
him hear” (Matthew 11:15; 13:9; Revelation 3:6).In marriage and family therapy we are
constantly dealing with people who do not listen to what their partners are saying. Many years
ago, I heard Bill O’Hanlon speak on Solution Focused Therapy in working with couples. He said
that with any couple that comes into the counseling office, there is what has actually happened
or been said and “the story” that they each tell about the interaction. The facts were what he
referred to as “video talk” – words spoken, the tone used, the sequence of events, and so forth.
Video talk was described as what you would see or hear if things were being recorded on a
video camera. This was where the therapist needed to start, for usually some agreement could
be found. The “stories” were each person’s interpretation of what had happened in the
encounter: things like the meanings and motivations behind the words and actions.God’s
communication to us is pretty simple and straightforward. When Jesus, referred to by the
Apostle John as “the Word,” came to this earth, he spoke simply and illustrated heavily in order
to describe, to very nearsighted, inattentive, and reactive people, what the vast, infinite rest of
creation was like. He was an eyewitness of the spiritual world – all the other people on this earth
are not. We presume to take what he said, build advanced courses around it, analyze everything
pretty much to death, and create our own stories, spinning it all to suit our understandings and
preferences. This accomplished – “viola,” we have modern day Christianity.Some people treat
God as if he is a pretend person, and that is fully their right. God does not make people believe
in him. He wants them to put their trust in him only if they see good reason that he exists and is
who he says he is. But humans do something very strange with what they call faith. They treat
God as a Rorschach test inkblot and focus on some aspect of him or completely ignore his
description of himself and project onto him either what they want him to be or what they fear him
to be. Others create a story about him, not content with the stories he has told us about himself.
This says much more about the storyteller than it does about the one who is the subject of the
story.If we treat God as a Rorschach or a story, we are not treating him as real. If he is real, it
doesn’t matter what we think of him – he is who he is. We are small and he is big and if we don’t
want to take him as he is, then for crying out loud, why even bother going through the charade of
pretending that we trust him, when in reality all we are trusting in is the story we are telling



ourselves about him. I think the words of James Taylor’s song “B.S.U.R,” speak of the injustice
involved in what we do to any person with whom we are in a relationship when we try to define
who he or she is. But it is cosmically presumptuous when we do it to God:First you make believeI
believe the thingsThat you make believeAnd I`m bound to let you downThen it`s I who have
been deceivingPurposely misleadingAnd all along you believed in meBe as you areAs you see
as I am I amBe as you areAs you see as I am I amToo often Christianity has become people,
pretending to be something they are not, worshiping a made-up god. That is the worst sort of
apostasy, and learning how we arrived at this set of circumstances and how to stop doing that
summarizes the essence of this book.Stephen Willis . Chapter One Questioning: How to
really annoy religious people Always the beautiful answer who asks a more beautiful question.e.
e. cummings So many professed Christians yet so few imitators of Christ, so much talk of
religion, so much science, so little conscience, so much knowledge, so many preachers, so little
practice.The Anatomy of Melancholy by Robert Burton Why question? Because so much of
what we humans come up with is so very questionable[ii]. Chapter 1:
QuestioningThe treasureOne day a man was digging in a field and found a treasure chest
containing gold and jewels of inestimable value. He decided to go into town and purchase the
property so he would have full legal right to the riches. As the man was reburying the treasure
chest, he began to fear, because of the size of the field, that he might not be able to find the
treasure again. He puzzled over this for some time and finally decided to take a white strip of
cloth and tie it on a branch, which overhung the burial site. He then dashed off to town, excited to
make his purchase and claim his riches.But an adversary who had a feud with the treasure
finder was watching all of this. While the man was away, the enemy took strips of white cloth and
tied them to all the trees of all the branches surrounding the field.What frustration must the man
have experienced when he came back to his newly-bought field in order to claim his riches? A
single white cloth tied to a tree branch had meant, “Treasure buried here,” but after his enemy
intervened, it meant nothing – absolutely nothing.I begin with this little parable because it seems
to illustrate the general state of affairs in the Christian world today. At one time “Christian”
marked the site of something very unique and valuable, but now it has been so overused that it
has become virtually meaningless. It’s become little more than a white rag tied to a tree branch
above dubious ground. This shouldn’t surprise us because people had already begun tying
markers to branches while those apprenticed by Jesus were still alive. Some Jews who saw
themselves as Christians started telling Gentiles they could be Christians, but they had to
become Jews first (which meant being circumcised). Some non-Jewish people, heavily
influenced by Greek philosophy, began teaching they had special direct-from-God knowledge
that superseded anything mere apostles taught (this later became known as Gnosticism). These
teachers didn’t need miracles or scriptures to back up what they taught because they saw all of
those teachings from the Hebrew Scriptures as coming from a nasty demigod that had created
mankind – but now, the real God was giving these enlightened ones the real knowledge (gnosis).
Then there was another group in the first century called Nicolaitans who, as one opinion goes,



thought that the best way to convert pagans was to meet them halfway (or three-quarters, or
seven-eighths): in other words, water down or compromise the teachings of Jesus. Whatever it
was that they actually taught, it was something that Jesus called wicked and false (Revelation
2:2) and said of their practices that he hated them (verse 6). So Jesus had barely left this earth
before people started mixing their own ideas with what his apprentices had been taught. That
made four or so strips of cloth tied to the branches – one genuine and three false. But what do
we see today? Branches everywhere are fluttering with tiny white flags that tell us nothing.Look
around and you’ll find a multitude of “Christian” churches and ministries, which teach things that
oftentimes heavily contradict the teachings of other “Christian” churches and ministries.
Demographers try to keep a rough count of how many strips of cloth are tied to the tree
branches, but currently it seems that anyone, dissatisfied with his or her church and having
enough energy to offer their ideas to the public, will start up a new community church or
“ministry.” A few of these groups are cults led by power-hungry individuals; others are confidence
scams dreamt up to separate people from their money and possessions, and a good number of
them are much more connected to the world than they are to God. Still, others are mainstream,
sincere, and honest, with absolutely no other motive behind their beliefs and practices than a
sincere desire to please God. Whether purely motivated and sincere or devious and hypocritical,
are we to blindly accept that simply because there is a strip of cloth with “Christian” written on it,
tied to a branch, that what lies beneath is must be a treasure? Treasures are found by digging,
not by looking in the branches or observing labels.Seek, ask, and knockSome hold the view that
God accepts almost anything or whatever we want to offer him. If that is true, then the treasure
illustration is not really significant to spiritual growth, as wherever you dig you should find riches
from God. That is an open-minded[iii] approach, and, if we are a questioning people, we should
certainly hold that out as a possibility. However, to be unbiased we must also acknowledge the
possibility that, spiritually speaking, God might not accept everything we offer.There is another
extreme, one which holds that only that which a specific group believes and practices is
acceptable to God. This is equivalent to driving a stake in the ground and saying, “Only what is
under that 3X3” space is a treasure. You dig down and find a rock: that’s a treasure, so is the dirt,
the wood of the treasure chest (if it is found) and only the jewels in that narrow, restricted core
that has been cut into the earth. Any gold or precious things found outside of those parameters
only have the appearance of treasures – they are not genuine. That extreme view must also be
questioned.When it comes to all this religious confusion and the cacophony of contradictory
prophets’ voices, I am very comforted by Jesus’ words in Matthew 7:7-8:Ask and it will be given
to you; seek and you will find; knock and the door will be opened to you. For everyone who asks
receives; he who seeks finds; and to him who knocks, the door will be opened. It
is a genuine relief to know that if we persist in searching we will eventually find that for which
we’re searching. In essence, Jesus is saying:This is not futile in the least, but it, also, isn’t an
Easter egg hunt for two-year-olds, where I fill the basket for you. Want what is real and true with
the deepest parts of you. Don’t ever, ever, ever give up. The search will lead you further and



further away from this idiotic, perpetually disappointing, uncaring, and cruel world, and closer
and closer to the real, permanent, and truly good life. That human way of life fails you on a daily
basis. People who claim they work for me and speak for me have consistently failed you – but I
promise you, I will not fail you. I don’t lie. I don’t exaggerate what I can accomplish, even in the
weakest of lives. I came to give life to you (yes, specifically you): the fullest possible life – but I’m
not going to drop it in your lap. This is a serious, cosmic quest, not some trivial scavenger hunt.
Do you want it? Are you sure? Then want it with all that you are – until you are hoarse from
asking until you have looked everywhere and you have thick calluses on your knuckles from
hammering on my door. What egg?In 'Tis, Frank McCourt's sequel to Angela's Ashes, he
recounts an incident that took place in his creative writing class at Stuyvesant High School. And
for a whole class period, there's a heated discussion of "Humpty Dumpty." . . . So I ask, what's
going on in the nursery rhyme? The hands are up. "Well, like, this egg falls off the wall and if you
study Biology or Physics you know you can never put an egg back together again. I mean, like,
it's common sense.""Who says it's an egg?" I ask."Of course, it's an egg. Everybody knows
that.""Where does it say it's an egg?"They're thinking. They're searching the text for egg, any
mention, any hint of an egg. They won't give in.There are more hands and indignant assertions
of egg. All their lives they knew this rhyme and there was never a doubt that Humpty Dumpty
was an egg. They're comfortable with the idea of egg and why do teachers have to come along
and destroy everything with all this analysis.Assumptions – the brightest people hold them. But,
many of the things that are supposed to be true, and may or may not be, are like Humpty – they
don’t matter that much. They may be literary questions that are important only to English
scholars. Or perhaps they are facts like Washington never actually tossed a coin across the
Potomac or chopped down a cherry tree. Major life choices are not based on whether a nursery
rhyme was referring to an egg, pumpkin, or radish, or if some historical figure did or did not show
integrity as a child. We may argue about it (and probably will), but it is all trivial.Mr. McCourt was
not really interested in nursery rhymes. He wanted his students to learn to think and not jump to
conclusions when it came to more important issues. Our questions need to be about the
significant and essential. That is what really matters. We want an inspector of the airplane in
which we fly to check carefully for the structural integrity of the airliner and that all the primary
systems and backup ones are working, not just glance at it from across the tarmac and
pronounce everything, “okay”. We want certainty when it comes to our lives and safety, not
vague assurances. Eternity issues are, in part (as we’ll see), security subjects of serious
concern.Christian skepticismA key thought behind this book is this: It is essential to be skeptical
about important things. A skeptical person asks, wonders, and tests what people tell him or her.
Just because religious groups or individuals claim authority does not automatically mean they
have it. The skeptic knows sincerity is not proof of truth. There are many sincere terrorists and
religious fanatics in this world. On the other hand, there are very sweet and peace-loving
individuals who are severely deluded. Christianity is about life, and there is nothing more
important than life. If Jesus had a plan to give us each an abundant life and the life we are living



doesn’t seem to measure up to that, shouldn’t it be a good idea to see if the plan we have been
given is the same one that he handed out? It’s like real cancer medicine versus a placebo. A lot
of people feel much better when they take a placebo, thinking it is actual medicine – but a sugar
pill is not going to kill cancer cells. Spiritual cancer is rampant, and only the Great Physician has
the real prescription.There are no physical fields in which we dig with an actual shovel and find
the spiritual treasure. We have to dig amid the confusion of religious chaos by using questions
and utilizing some benchmark of truth[iv]. Many feel guilty if they have questions about organized
religion and what people teach about God, thinking this somehow conflicts with faith (sometimes
it is taught overtly that to doubt or reject the teachings of “God’s chosen servants” is a lack of
trust in the Creator). The truth is that in the Bible those who wondered and wrestled the most
with the whys of life (or even with God himself) were often the closest to God (e.g. Job, David,
Habakkuk, and Jeremiah). In addition, it seems that more often than not, the prophets sent by
God, including Jesus, condemned the religious leaders of their time. I think it is fair to assume
that most of the religious leaders who were condemned by these teachers did not believe they
were teaching error.We have permission directly from God to not swallow “hook, line, and sinker”
everything that is presented to us. Paul said, “Test everything. Hold on to the good. Avoid every
kind of evil,” (1 Thess. 5:21-22). It is a sorting and sifting process. We take what we believe and
check to see if it is the real thing. If it passes muster, then it needs to be put with the things that
are acceptable, genuine, and precious. If it does not, then it needs to be discarded in order to
make room for that which is important and valuable. To question, test, and check things out is
what the Bible tells us to do. Luke said that the Bereans of Macedonia were more noble than the
people of Thessalonica because they tested what the Apostle Paul said against the scriptures
(Acts 17:11). Even Jesus told the crowds to check him out, “If anyone chooses to do God’s will,
he will find out whether my teaching comes from God or whether I speak on my own” (John
7:17). When Jesus gave his sermon on the mountainside (recorded in Matthew 5-7), he
informed his disciples that what he was telling them was different from what they had been told
all their lives: “You have heard that it was said…, but I tell you…” He was clearly warning them
that the content of his teaching was significantly different from even the most dedicated religious
teachers. If they were going to be his apprentices, they needed to realize that they would be at
odds with the majority of what they had heard from others – even those considered wise and
devout. If we see Jesus as trustworthy, we must view everything else with skepticism. What he
says is different from what others say.Caution is needed when approaching anything that comes
from this world’s wisdom. Everything is suspect because we are warned:“For my thoughts are
not your thoughts,neither are your ways my ways,”declares the Lord.“As the heavens are higher
than the earth,so are my ways higher than your waysand my thoughts than your thoughts.Isaiah
55:8-9So, since we cannot “follow our gut” when it comes to the right way and because wrong
choices can seriously impact one’s spiritual life, Paul told the Philippians, “…continue to work out
your salvation with fear and trembling,” (Philippians 2:12). With everything else he wrote, we can
be fairly certain that Paul was not suggesting people could earn their salvation through a lot of



hard work. I think what he was saying was: salvation is an enduring dynamic process, not
merely an end result (continue) it requires involvement and energy (work out) it is not a
responsibility that can be pawned off onto another individual or organization (your salvation – it
belongs to no one but you, so don’t put it into someone else’s hands) it is an extremely serious
consideration – (with fear and trembling).Flannery O’Connor, novelist and short story author,
gave the following advice to a young man struggling with his faith:Learn what you can, but
cultivate Christian skepticism. It will keep you free not to do anything you please, but free to be
formed by something larger than your own intellect or the intellects of those around you.
We must be skeptical about things having to do with our souls, but we need not take it to the
extreme and become cynical. As mentioned earlier, the people of the town of Berea were
skeptical: asking questions in order to discover and believe the real truth. The cynic refuses to
believe anything. Cynical people certainly ask a lot of questions, but they never seem to arrive at
any conclusions. They think that perpetually doubting everything is an intellectually superior
position. On the other hand, those who engage in Christian skepticism are people who desire to
come to decisions about life. They seek truth and, in doing so, are realistic about all humans who
claim to have truth, including themselves. They come to tentative conclusions about truth; they
just aren’t “married” to them (you might say they are just dating or engaged to those ideas). They
hold to a humble skepticism, realizing that, in spiritual matters, we humans are very small and
could easily have come to wrong conclusions about the facts we have at hand. They live by what
they believe is true; but, if new information comes to light or someone points out some
inconsistencies in their views, they are very willing to reconsider their current perspective and
change if necessary. This results in continuing growth[v].There is a pledge that God gives – one
that he has given all along – that if we ask the questions, we will get the answers when it comes
to finding God. In 2 Chronicles 15:2 the prophet Azariah told King Asa, “…The LORD is with you
when you are with him. If you will seek him he will be found by you.” Many centuries later, Jesus
made the better-known promise, which has already been quoted earlier, that if we “ask, seek,
and knock,” we will “receive, find, and have the door opened to us.”So, if we possess a deep and
persistent desire to know the truth, then we will eventually discover the answer, but it will involve
continuing to ask questions and never ceasing in our search, even when we think or feel we
have found it all[vi]. Though it is nice to know, and certainly encouraging to have a promise that
we will not be wasting our efforts, please don’t think that any of this is easy.In asking questions in
our churches, we should not be belligerent troublemakers, loving controversy and delighting in
“rocking everybody’s boat.” We are to be peaceful and loving, always seeking what is right.
People cannot sincerely pursue goodness with their hearts and minds without it eventually
affecting every part of who they are. At the same time, there will be an impact on those around
the questioner.TruthNot long ago, I heard the last part of an interview with a scientist on NPR. He
was saying that religion offers an important social structure for people. In contrast, he said that
science was about seeking out “actual truth” – inferring religion was not. A few days earlier on the
same station I had heard an interview with an atheist who had written a book on religions and



what atheists could learn from them. He said modern secular society assumes that knowing how
to live is something fairly obvious and that we should be able to pick that up on our own along
the way. He disagreed with that notion – knowing how to live right is very difficult and that is
something all religions teach their people. Finally, a few days before writing this chapter, I heard
the evolutionary biologist and anthropologist, David Sloan Wilson, in a discussion on religion. He
said, “Science is a religion that worships truth as its god.”[vii]So here are views of religion which
come from outside religious faith. None of them particularly attack religion, and two of them
admit religions of all kinds offer something quite practical and helpful. Actually, all three do,
because Wilson in his book, Darwin’s Cathedral, sets forth the idea that evolution was the cause
of religion and helped groups join together and cooperate better. Even so, the idea is that
science is a seeker of truth and Christianity and other religions are not. I have two questions for
Christians. 1) If scientists believe in truth, why can’t we do the same (without worshipping it)? 2)
If they believe that and live their lives as if truth is discoverable, then why can’t we?In contrast to
science, present philosophy and Western culture say there is no truth, only our individual “truths”
or narratives.[viii] The irony of that idea is that if you major in philosophy and get a degree in the
subject, you’re not going to get away with putting down whatever answer you wish on tests and
quoting yourself as a source in your research papers. We may be able to discuss theoretically
how reality is “constructed” by individuals and societies, but people live practically together as
though truth does exist. Jesus tells us there is truth – there is the permanent reality that does not
change and that we can be a part of that if we pursue it in him. When Thomas asked, “…how
can we know the way?” Jesus replied, “I am the way and the truth and the life. No one comes to
the Father except through me” (John 14:5, 6). So, if we believe Jesus, truth is embodied in a
person. There is a true way of living. There is an actual God, separate from the ones that people
have made up in their minds. There is a true ethic – genuine right and wrong. All of this is
something that can be discovered in an actual person who is both the one true God and at the
same time leads us to the one true God.PushbackPursuing the true way of living and
questioning the assumptions of the secular world is always going to put us at odds with a large
part of society. Serious questioning is an important element of being rational (most psychotics
and quite a few neurotics never question their own views). Wouldn’t it seem that questioning an
irrational, crazy, chaotic world is definitely the rational thing to do? However, be forewarned:
skepticism really irritates some people, especially those who are quite comfortable that they
have figured out everything. This is just as true in the religious world as it is in the secular.
Question the unchallenged stories people believe and you will be accused of all sorts of things:
being an agitator, irreverent, faithless, or someone who asks too many stupid questions (that’s
just a sampling of what to expect). These same people will not mind if you are skeptical of
others. Just don’t question them concerning their teachings and practices. Despite the
oppositional drawback, the benefits to Christian skepticism are many. You will always be learning
and growing spiritually and be less likely to get too far down a dangerous path. The positives far
outweigh the negatives.Some religions have institutionalized the discouragement of



questioning. A friend of mine was a member of a religious group that used very structured study
guides to teach its doctrine each Sunday morning. At the bottom of each page of the study
literature, there were several questions that were referenced back to paragraphs on the page
above. The study leader would read the page, ask the questions, and the class members were
to read the correct paragraph in order to answer his question.My friend had been told that every
church of this particular religion throughout the world was on the same lesson each week.
Anywhere this group had churches, this rote indoctrination was going on in the language of that
nation: German, Spanish, Russian, Swahili, etc. My friend was very inquisitive and had other
questions, which were not on the approved list; so he would ask what was on his mind and throw
off the rhythm of this mindless, unquestioning instruction. He was not trying to cause trouble, but
that was how it was received. In order to have a deep and persistent desire to know the truth, we
must operate under the assumption there is a body of truth that can be discovered and
understood. Anyone with integrity is motivated to discover what is and what is not true. That is
the way it should go whether a person is a scientist, a criminal investigator, or a parent dealing
with two fighting siblings. We must ask questions and keep on asking them. We must not be
intimidated by people who don’t want us to inquire about their teachings or to challenge their
inadequate answers. We must continue searching and questioning our own accepted beliefs.
But, if we question – we have to, also, become more comfortable with others asking questions of
us, and be patient with those who don’t immediately understand the answers we
give.SettlingJohn Wayne won an Academy Award for his portrayal of the alcoholic U.S. Marshal,
Rooster Cogburn, in the movie True Grit. In one scene, he and his company are traveling up a
fairly steep hill. Rooster, sitting on the saddle of his patient steed, is tipping back his whiskey
flask for a long swig. He loses his balance and goes tumbling off into the dirt. He blames the fall
on his horse stepping wrong, but he is so drunk he can’t get back up. He is a proud man, and he
feigns concern for his horse needing to rest and pounds the ground and says, "We’ll camp
here.”“We’ll camp here” is the philosophy of far too many people. They think just because they
happened upon a belief or were raised in a certain faith, be it Hindu, Buddhist, Christian,
Muslim, or Jew, that where they land is God’s providential way of saying “pitch your tents here.” It
is like trusting that white strip of cloth tied to the tree branch when every tree around the field
holds the same claim. When it comes to matters having to do with eternity, it is probably a good
idea to keep asking questions.God is not willing that anyone perish (2 Peter 3:9). He wants us to
succeed. Christ assured us that our searching will yield results, but the reality is that most
people do not ask, seek or knock. They don’t work out their salvation with fear and trembling.
Instead, they settle – they camp. They simply accept that which someone hands them or the first
thing they stumble upon.In The Republic, Plato quoted his teacher, Socrates, as saying, “The
unexamined life is not worth living.” That wise pagan was always brimming with questions. He
had so many more questions than answers that it kept him quite humble. If we continue to
examine the lives we live and the things we believe, we will find it keeps us humble, too.Paul
said: “Examine yourselves to see whether you are in the faith; test yourselves. Do you not realize



that Christ Jesus is in you – unless, of course, you fail the test?” (2 Corinthians 13:5).Testing and
questioning take time and effort. Since we live in a busy society that prefers the instant and
preprocessed over the wholesome, whether it be food, recreation, or religion, it is rare to find the
individual who savors, considers,and contemplates life. We are always on such a single-minded
mission to get our to-do lists accomplished that we fail to question why we are doing them in the
first place. One author said, “We have a green light psychology not that we must make the green
light, but how terrible to wait through the red.” Norman Vincent Peale wrote those words in The
Art of Living, published in 1937. He thought that people's impatience and busyness was bad
then – they had mere road irritation; we have murderous road rage and road fury. Today, people
are in such a hurry they are more likely to react than think.So, do not be naive when it comes to
important matters. Check things out before you invest your life and soul in them. It is fairly
hypocritical to expect people of other religious beliefs to question what they have been taught
and then assume our own beliefs are somehow exempt from examination. And if you are a
member of a group that has pulled away from a traditional group that wounded you badly
growing up, realize, more often than not, any life decisions made in reaction to spiritual injuries
usually end up wounding the next generation in different ways (we will discuss that in upcoming
chapters). It is foolish to gullibly accept without question the faith of our parents, ourselves, or a
system of beliefs that some influential religious leader, groups of people, or traditions have
marked with a white rag. Dig instead of sitting obliviously in the shade.As you read through the
rest of this book, please question what you have been taught in light of what God has said. I am
starting off by assuming the truthfulness of the scriptures. It is perfectly fine to question whether
the Bible is the word of God, but it is not within the scope of these chapters to deal with Christian
and Judaical evidence. Also, please, be sure to question the ideas I present. I claim no
inspiration or infallibility. Father, help us to search, ask, test, and question things which have to
do with you. We often put our trust in people when we should be directing our reliance toward
you. Assist us as we go to you as our source of direction and learning instead of relying on
opinions from others. Give us minds and hearts that are riveted to you. Keep us from laziness
and from seeking shortcuts to the spiritual life. Let us seek truth from wherever it may be found
and be closed-minded toward nothing other than things that are spiritually dark. In the name of
your Son, who even as a twelve-year-old was found asking questions in the temple courts, we
pray. At the end of each chapter, you will find journaling questions. The purpose of these is to
think more deeply about the subjects covered. In the appendix, there are some journaling ideas
and guidelines. You may find as you get more into journaling that you much prefer your own
questions to these which I have provided or that you use these as starting points and head off in
directions more useful for you. Journaling can be a spiritual discipline that chronicles your growth
in Christ and helps both you and other Christians, through the preservation of insights you gain.
For further information on journaling, see Appendix i at the end of the book. Journaling
questions:1. Look up the definition of “complacent,” then do some writing in the areas of your
life in which you are complacent. What are you passionate about?2. “Faith in God” to some



means simply believing that God exists. Read Hebrews 11. How does the author define faith,
and what kind of life does that sort of faith prompt? How would it alter your life if that kind of faith
were at work in your life?3. Write about people you have trusted but who have let you down or
purposely deceived you. Give some instances in which you have disappointed or failed others.
What might be the dangers of entrusting yourself to another person? Are there different levels of
trust? How would you describe them?4. Read Acts 17:10-12. Are faith and caution mutually
exclusive? Do you tend to be more like the people of Berea or Thessalonica? Why do you think
that is? What would be your reaction to a religious teacher who was upset when you questioned
or checked out his or her words?5. Some researchers say there is scientific evidence we
have genetic tendencies toward viewing things from a more conservative or progressive view. It
is very easy to question other people’s views but not so easy to question one’s own. For a week
ask questions of the assumptions made by those with whom you most agree and do some
writing about that.6. How do you determine what is true and what is false? What, if any, are
the differences between determining physical and spiritual truth?7. Write an informal prayer
to God and discuss the changes you think he would like for you to make in light of the scriptures,
along with ideas you have been considering.Some suppress questions in their own minds like
they politely stifle yawns. I’ve noticed that buried doubts are much more dangerous than ones
we face head-on. “Does God really exist?” “Is the Bible merely the writings of clever men?”
“Does God really love me, when everything seems to be going so wrong in my life?” “Am I
deluding myself with all this Christianity stuff?” These are perfectly reasonable questions to
ask.We cannot see the invisible, so it is natural to have questions about that which we cannot
see. Doing nothing about those doubts will chip away at faith. We need to review in our minds
why we began believing what we now believe. We may find that we had very good reasons to
believe, or we may discover that what we first trusted was based more on an emotional decision
than one we thought through. We should not be afraid of asking questions. There’s no need to
settle for pat answers, cute short religious quotations (bumper sticker theology), or even some
religious authority or expert telling us what to believe. If we take the time to discover deeper
answers to these persistent questions, it will help us to grow and aid us in calmly reassuring
others who are troubled by similar doubts.John the Baptist, who was suffering in Herod’s
dungeon, feeling abandoned and forgotten, had to send disciples to ask Jesus, “Are you the one
who was to come, or should we expect someone else?” (Luke 7:20). He anticipated an answer
and got it. Pilate asked Jesus, “What is truth?” but walked away, considering the question
unanswerable (John 18:38). There are answers, but we need to seek them. Chapter 2 The
Beginning – part 1 Let's start at the very beginning, a very good place to start.
From The Sound of Music by Rodgers and Hammerstein The first chapter was
about the importance of questioning. Let’s put that questioning idea into practice. Before you
head into this next chapter, I would like to ask you to stop your reading, put down the book, and
go and do something (This won’t take long. It’s not like I’m asking you to go look at a video like
Francis Chan does).Find a room you can make totally dark – perhaps, a bathroom or a walk-in



closet. Go in there and for a few minutes consider the opening verses of Genesis 1:In the
beginning, God created the heavens and the earth. Now the earth was formless and empty,
darkness was over the surface of the deep, and the Spirit of God was hovering over the
waters.Sitting or standing in the dark, you are in a similar environment to that in which the world
was created (minus the chaos, which now I think of it, was a pretty significant part of the scene –
but do your best). See if that brings any questions to your mind about the Creation. In light of
what you know about God (that’s a hint), is there anything strange about those two verses -
anything unexpected? Okay, that's your assignment. Please go along with this, because I think it
is a very important, yet unasked question. Chapter 2: The beginning – part 1 First this: God
created the Heavens and Earth—all you see, all you don't see. Earth was a soup of nothingness,
a bottomless emptiness, an inky blackness. God's Spirit brooded like a bird above the watery
abyss. Genesis 1:1-2The Message by Eugene PetersonDarkIn the beginning, it was dark,
formless, and empty. Why would that be, since God is light, substantial, and all-filling? There is
no darkness in him at all (1 John 1:5), so why was it dark, if this place of beginning was totally
his responsibility? God is everywhere, so would that not mean light should have been
everywhere? And yet, here at the beginning of time, there was someplace where the light wasn't.
Puzzle over that for a moment. Perhaps you did just that while you were in that closet moments
ago. This location where “the beginning” of our physical universe occurred seems to have been a
somewhere in which the light that naturally flows from God did not exist. How could that possibly
be? Add to that the fact the environment at this beginning was disordered (“Now the earth was
formless and empty, darkness was over the surface of the deep…”). Why would there be any
place where turmoil reigned? God is orderly and peaceful but, where the creation began, there
was an obvious chaos. The Spirit of God was attending to that turmoil because the Spirit is
described by various translators as brooding, sweeping, or hovering over the waters. Here, at the
beginning of the Bible is a conundrum for which no explanation is given. It is simply a fact
stated.Imagine that all the things that fill this dark universe were taken away: the energy, the
matter, the stars, the galaxies – everything that God has put here. What would remain? Of
course, the answer is absolutely nothing – it would be a vacuum: an empty, black, cold, lifeless
space. So, why was there nothing here at the beginning? I cannot think of any answer other than
God was not here. So, why would there be any place where God was absent? Let’s take it on a
smaller scale first. Why is it God is not in certain individuals?We have all known people who
were raised by loving, godly parents and in their teenage years or young adult life, turned away
from God and pursued a really, really bad lifestyle. We know families in which every individual
began life as innocent and sweet but eventually chose paths, either out of rebellion or foolish
curiosity, which eventually led them deeper and deeper into evil. Their life circumstances
became even worse after they began to associate with others who had also chosen harmful
lifestyles. We can find examples of villages, towns, and cities, all the way up to nations that have
become lawless, brutal, and cruel. How does that happen? It begins with personal decisions to
turn away from good for selfish, self-serving reasons (pretty much the same as what Adam and



Eve did). Often, it is meant to be only a temporary experimentation – a way, perhaps, of
connecting with the world and understanding people better, before going back to living “right.”
But then the person gets with other people who have similarly turned and what began as
“dabbling” becomes a way of life. The pagan poet Menander is quoted in 1 Corinthians 15:33:
“Bad company corrupts good character.” Everybody knows that. Most everyone thinks they’re the
exception to the rule.Not everyone intends to get caught up in evil to the extent they do, but that
is the nature of evil – a little bit of goodness and light is pushed away, then more, and soon there
is none in the person, none in the cohort, none in the city, and none in the territory. God gives us
autonomy and choices over the lives he has given us (Luke 19:11-27). God does not go out and
seize land that he has ceded to another. He could; but, for his own reasons, he does not. Each of
us has his or her sphere of influence – the space around us in which we can make decisions for
good and bad. Some are given larger property and, therefore, greater responsibility and
authority (Matthew 25:14-30).Satan is referred to as a prince of the world (John 14:30) and the
prince of the air (Ephesians 2:2). The devil not only holds power over a spiritual territory but, at
one time, possessed power having to do with death (Hebrews 2:14). We are told in the New
Testament Jesus came to destroy Satan’s works (1 John 3:8). So, way back before the Creation,
this angel prince and others who followed him had a territory and they did not want God’s
influence in it. It would seem God’s light had been pushed out of this space by the ones who had
been given authority over it. The place where the creation began must have been Satan's
realm[ix]. In the beginning, we are given the picture of the end for all those who follow Satan or
their own will: dark formless emptiness. But it wasn’t the end, yet – only the beginning. As some
spin a story to make a point, God created a living narrative, which continues and of which we
remain a part. Each of us is a character in this story, having been given the freedom and
necessary resources to participate in choosing our own ending.Here is the idea that the
darkness was there at the beginning because of rejection of the God of light and goodness by
mutinous spiritual beings. The darkness, emptiness, and chaos in which the Creator intervened
at the beginning had been the result of evil – a foolish rebellion against God. The implication is
that evil (so strongly associated with Satan and darkness), instead of being a something, is, in
actuality, the lack of something – a spiritual vacuum within a person and his or her realm of
influence. Psychology seems to back this up. A person with Antisocial Personality Disorder lacks
things that most people have: a conscience and empathy. Psychopaths seem to be missing this
from birth while sociopaths are either influenced by their upbringing or make a conscious choice
for personal reasons to leave what is good and right behind them. Joseph Conrad in “The Heart
of Darkness” described what happened to a man named Kurtz when he turned away from light
and embraced a shadowy life of evil:His was an impenetrable darkness. I looked at him as you
peer down at a man who is lying at the bottom of a precipice where the sun never shines. But I
had not much time to give him, because I was helping the engine-driver to take to pieces the
leaky cylinders, to straighten a bent connecting-rod, and in other such matters. I lived in a
repulsive mess of nuts, bolts, spanners, hammers, ratchets--things I abominate, because I don't



get on with them. I tended the little forge we, fortunately, had aboard; I toiled wearily in a
wretched scrap-heap unless I had the shakes too bad to stand.One evening coming in with a
candle I was startled to hear him say a little querulously, “I am lying here in the dark waiting for
death.” The light was within a foot of his eyes. I managed to murmur, “Oh, nonsense!” and stood
over him as if transfixed.Anything approaching the expression that came over his face I have
never seen before, and hope never to see again. Oh, I wasn't touched. I was fascinated. It was as
though a veil had been rent. I saw on that ivory face the expression of strange pride, of mental
power, of avarice, of blood-thirstiness, of cunning, of excessive terror, of an intense and
hopeless despair. Did he live his life through in every detail of desire, temptation, and surrender
during that supreme moment of complete knowledge? He cried whisperingly at some image, at
some vision--he cried twice, with a cry that was no more than a breath--“The horror! The
horror!”The first time I read this story I was struck by the picture of Kurtz who was certain as he
lay dying that he was in complete darkness when a candle was less than 12 inches from his
face. The gloom so filled his being that this nothingness which he had chosen and nurtured had
brought him to the point of it becoming the sum total of his existence. It is also interesting that
Conrad speaks of a veil being rent and seeing the “expression of strange pride, of mental power,
of avarice, of blood-thirstiness, of cunning, of excessive terror, of an intense and hopeless
despair.” This is the foolishness of Satan and all those who follow him.In the beginning, God tore
open the veil that shielded Satan’s empty realm. Satan and his demons were unnecessarily lost
in a self-imposed darkness while being inches away from the light of God which fills infinity. The
followers, in the same way as their leader, are proud, intelligent, avaricious, blood-thirsty, and
cunning. But God is truthful. How could he allow them to remain oblivious to the terror and
intense hopelessness of their condition? That would be dishonest.So at the beginning there was
nothing. Whether you believe the beginning took place 6000 years ago or 14 billion years ago,
there is that same needling question: Is it possible for something to come from nothing? Of
course, the answer is that it is not possible. Something always comes from something. The irony
of it all is that for Satan and his followers, nothing had come from something. The Bible says that
every physical thing came from spirit.SpiritDallas Willard, in his book, The Spirit of the
Disciplines, defines and discusses the meaning of “spirit”:If the missing element in the present
human order is that of the spirit, what is spirit? Very simply, spirit is unembodied personal power.
Ultimately it is God, who is Spirit (John 4:24). Electricity, magnetism, and gravity, by contrast, are
embodied nonpersonal powers.
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